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I was very pleased to welcome Chief Justice Helen Murrell and
Justices of the ACT Supreme Court to Winnunga AHCS on Friday 24
August for a visit and discussion about our service.
It was very generous of the Judges to give up so much of their time
to meet with myself and staff, and to better understand the nature
of the services we provide to the Aboriginal community of Canberra
and the region. It is of course a matter of deep concern that
Julie Tongs OAM, CEO
Aboriginal people in Canberra are massively over represented in
all parts of the criminal justice system and I was encouraged and
pleased that the Chief Justice and the members of her Court are
not only aware of the very fraught relationship which Aboriginal
residents of Canberra have with the police and the courts but that
they are interested in understanding the circumstances that have
led to Aboriginal people being arrested and jailed at rates that are
consistently as high as any not only in Australia but also in the world.
On 29 August I was extremely pleased to accompany the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Social Justice Commissioner Ms June Oscar AO to the AMC to meet with Aboriginal
women, as a part of the Wiyi Yani U Thangani (Women’s Voices) project gathering also held
at Gugan Gulwan this week. I am extremely grateful to June for the focus she has brought to
the specific needs of Aboriginal women. June has been engaged for some time in speaking
with Aboriginal women in the criminal justice system as part of a project designed to draw
attention to the explosion in the number of Aboriginal women being incarcerated across
Australia including in the ACT. Aboriginal women are massively over-represented in prisons
in Australia and the situation in the ACT is as bad or worse than in most other Australian
jurisdictions.
Not only was I pleased that June had chosen to include the ACT in her review of the
circumstances of Aboriginal women in prison, (it is not uncommon for the ACT Aboriginal
community to be overlooked and ignored by national bodies) but the women she visited in
the AMC were thrilled to be acknowledged and listened to about their life experiences and
their treatment in the AMC.
August 2018 also saw the tabling in the ACT Legislative Assembly of the formal response of
the ACT Government to the report of the Coroner into the death of Steven Freeman in the
AMC. The tabling occurred well over two years after the death of Steven Freeman and the
time taken to conclude coronial inquests is of itself a matter deserving attention. I do not
believe it is fair or reasonable a family that has had to endure the death of a loved one in a
prison should be expected to wait years for the formal process of inquiry into the
circumstances of what in this case was a preventable death.
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CEO Update (cont’d)
Both the coronial process and the time taken to
complete it can be traumatic for the family and
friends of the deceased subject of the inquest. The
process and time delays have the very unfortunate
capacity to re-traumatise family members and to
make it difficult to achieve a sense of closure. I
understand from my discussions with Steven’s
mother Narelle King that this has been her
experience.

‘The process
and time delays
have the very
unfortunate
capacity to
re-traumatise
family members
and to make it
difficult to
achieve a sense
of closure.’

The requirement that the coronial inquest be
restricted to the actual cause of death also has the
potential, because of the subjective nature of the
decision to exclude all events and circumstances
from a given date or event on the basis that the
coroner has determined that they are not relevant, June Oscar and members of her team
to create a range of doubts and to leave in the
together with Julie Tongs at the AMC.
minds of a family a host of unanswered questions.
In the case of Steven Freeman for example, his mother Narelle and family remain of the
view there was a clear connection between his bashing upon admission to the AMC, his
subsequent decision to access the methadone program and his subsequent death.
However, because of the decision by the coroner to exclude the possibility of any such
connection from the inquest, they will never know the full story of his tragic death.
I report later in this newsletter on the outcomes of research undertaken by The
Guardian newspaper into black deaths in custody in Australia. The Guardian has
revealed that since the tabling of the report of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal
deaths in 1991 that a further 407 Aboriginal people have died in custody in Australia.
This is a shocking indictment of all Governments in Australia and shows a callous
disregard of the recommendations of the Royal Commission.
As many of you would be aware Winnunga AHCS has initiated a petition, drawing
attention to the absence of a cohesive or detailed Indigenous policy in the ACT, or of a
genuine commitment by the ACT Government to the principles of self-determination
and self management. The petition also asks the Government to return Boomanulla Oval
to Aboriginal control and management without delay. The petition can be accessed at
https://chn.ge/2MG60yr
I urge you to sign it and to pass it to your friends, family and contacts, and welcome your
support.

Fact: Boomanulla Oval has been closed since November 2014.
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Louise Taylor Appointed as First ACT
Aboriginal Magistrate
Ms Louise Taylor, currently the deputy chief executive of the ACT Legal Aid Commission
has been appointed as Magistrate in the ACT Magistrates Court.

‘The
significance of
the
appointment
was enhanced
by the
particular
insight which
Louise will bring
to the Court of
the lived
experience and
circumstances
of so many
Aboriginal
people…’

Louise has extensive experience as a criminal lawyer, a prosecutor in the offices of both
the Commonwealth and ACT Directorates of Public Prosecutions and as head of the
criminal law practice of the ACT Legal Aid Commission.
Louise has also been involved in a wide range of roles in the community sector and with
professional associations including as chair of the Women’s Legal Centre, the Family
Violence Intervention Program, UNSW Indigenous Law Centre and as a member of the
Law Council of Australia’s Indigenous Legal Issues Committee.
Julie Tongs, CEO of Winnunga AHCS in congratulating Louise on her appointment, said
that she was sure she was speaking for the whole of the local Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander community in the region in welcoming her appointment. Julie said she
regarded the appointment of an Aboriginal person with the reputation, experience and
standing which Louise enjoys, as of enormous significance to the Aboriginal community
and a matter of great pride.
The significance of the appointment was enhanced by the particular insight which Louise
will bring to the Court of the lived experience and circumstances of so many Aboriginal
people in Canberra-far too many of whom are enmeshed in the criminal justice system.

Ms Taylor, a Kamilaroi woman, has been
appointed as the eighth permanent
magistrate sitting on the ACT Magistrates
Court.

Fact: Louise Taylor is a Kamilaroi woman born and raised in inner city Sydney. She was admitted as a
lawyer at the ACT Supreme Court in 2001
(http://www.womenaustralia.info/lawyers/biogs/AWE5941b.htm).
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The Guardian Investigates Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody
The Guardian Newspaper has undertaken an exhaustive
investigation into Aboriginal Deaths in custody in Australia.
A summary of the outcomes of the investigation was
published on 28 August.
The findings of the investigation are shocking. In the ten years between 2008 and 2018, 147 Aboriginal people
have died in custody. A staggering 407 Aboriginal people have died in custody since the publication of the
report of the Royal Commission into deaths in custody in 1991.
The central finding from the investigation was of serious systemic failings of the very sort identified in 1991 by
the Royal Commission. The Guardian reported Indigenous people are dying in custody from treatable medical
conditions and are much less likely than non-Indigenous people to receive the care they need.
The investigation, which involved reading and analysing the coronial report into each death, reveals that
mental health and cognitive impairment was a factor in 41% of all deaths in custody, but that Aboriginal people
with a mental health condition or cognitive impairment, such as brain injury or foetal alcohol syndrome
disorder, received the care they needed in just 53% of cases.
Social Justice Commissioner, June Oscar, said the figures published by The
Guardian were ‘devastating’ and called on all Governments to appoint an
independent monitor to conduct regular inspections of all places of detention.
She said that The Guardian report ‘is a stark reminder about the failure of
governments to implement the recommendations of the royal commission into
Aboriginal deaths in custody’.
In concluding its remarks on the investigation The Guardian said, in terms which
have particularly relevance to the ACT, the jurisdiction in Australia with the
second highest rate of Indigenous incarceration in the nation, that:
Social Justice Commissioner,
June Oscar

‘Indigenous Australians are among the most incarcerated people on the planet.
This is a national shame. And because Indigenous Australians are
disproportionately incarcerated, they die in custody at rates far greater than should be expected for a people
who make up just 3% of the population.’
That Australia has one of the highest rates of incarceration of Indigenous people in the world and that the ACT
has the second highest rate of Indigenous incarceration in Australia makes us in effect the worst of the worst in
the world. Canberra’s dirty little secret. Something to think about the next time you see an ACT politician
carrying on about Canberra’s ‘Lonely Planet ranking’.

Fact: A royal commission in 1991 investigated Aboriginal deaths in custody over a 10-year period, giving 339
recommendations. Its recommendations are still valid today, but very few have been implemented
(https://www.commongrace.org.au/339_recommendations_from_the_rciadic).
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Tobacco and Other Drug Use in the AMC
The ACT Government has released a consultation draft ACT Drug Strategy and is seeking
submissions and feedback on the draft.

‘It is self-evident
that if a major
cause of
offending
within the
Indigenous
community is
related to drug
misuse and
addiction, then
in order to
address the
level of
offending and
subsequent
incarceration
greater effort
must be put into
treating drug
use and
addiction.’

Winnunga AHCS will take the opportunity
to formally respond to the draft strategy
and will highlight its disappointment at the
absence of any recognition of the urgent
need for an Indigenous specific drug and
alcohol residential rehabilitation facility.
There can be no argument that the most
serious gap in drug services in the ACT is
the lack of a residential Indigenous
rehabilitation facility which is compounded
by the absence of Aboriginal community controlled involvement in the delivery of drug
and alcohol treatment services.
It is also clear that despite the best efforts of ACT authorities that little, if any,
impression is being made on the alarming Indigenous incarceration rate in the ACT.
Central to the Indigenous incarceration rate is the relationship between drug use,
addiction and offending, imprisonment and recidivism.
In the ACT, according to the latest data from the
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare,
Aboriginal peoples in the ACT have a far higher
rate of illicit drug use than the average rate for
Aboriginal peoples across Australia.
In the ACT 46% of Aboriginal males over the age
of 15 reported using a substance in the 12
months prior to the most recent survey, as did
39% of Aboriginal females over that age. By comparison the Australian average rate of
use by Indigenous males over the age of 15 was
34% and for females was 27%.
It is self-evident that if a major cause of
offending within the Indigenous community is
related to drug misuse and addiction, then in
order to address the level of offending and
subsequent incarceration greater effort must be
put into treating drug use and addiction.

Fact: In 2016-17 there were 146 separate medication seizures made inside the prison (AMC) or an average of a
seizure every two and a half days (Canberra Times 18 Feb 2018).
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Tobacco and Other Drug Use in the AMC (cont’d)
This suggests the need for two fairly obvious responses, namely the need for an Indigenous specific drug and
alcohol residential rehabilitation facility to which offenders could be referred as an alternative to imprisonment,
or upon exiting prison post sentence, and a greater focus on treating drug use and addiction while in the AMC.
In this latter regard it would seem that the establishment of a detox centre in the AMC could serve a potentially
vital role in breaking the cycle of Indigenous offending and incarceration.
Winnunga AHCS will also be raising questions about the process which it is proposed be used for considering the
need to ban smoking in the AMC. The Draft strategy provides that consideration will be given under the strategy
to ‘the need for smoke-free areas, including smoke-free-correctional facilities’.
In light of the phrasing of the draft strategy, namely a proposal that
the ‘need’ to ban smoking in correctional facilities be examined, it
was disappointing to see the Minister for Corrections and a
government spokesperson reported in the Canberra Times talking not
about the need for such a policy, but the basis on which a tobacco
ban will be implemented.
I would be concerned if a decision to ban tobacco in the AMC has
already been made and the only issue of concern is how to prevent
detainees from rioting, as they did in prisons interstate, when a ban was implemented.
A question central to the banning of tobacco in the AMC surely is, therefore, ‘what possible reasons would
detainees have for rioting if tobacco was banned in the prison’. There are a range of complex issues that require
serious and objective consideration if tobacco is to be banned at the AMC.
A threshold question is on what basis does the Government consider it appropriate to deny to people in prison
access to something which does not pose a security risk and which every other adult in Australia is legally
entitled to possess and use?
What is the rationale for this policy? What are the outcomes that it is hoped to achieve? What are the risks and
likely consequences of imposing a ban on tobacco? Is the proposed ban deliberately punitive or just gratuitously
nasty? Is it an additional form of punishment to be imposed to reinforce the power of those that operate the
machinery of justice by highlighting the powerlessness of the people locked up and under their control?
Some of the answers to these questions are obvious. For example a ban on tobacco will have the effect of
creating a black market within the prison for tobacco. Tobacco will, like illicit drugs and mobile phones become
another high value tradeable product. The price of tobacco will obviously go through the roof but it will
continue to be readily available in the AMC, just as are a range of illicit drugs and mobile phones. By way of
illustration a 25 gram packet of White Ox tobacco, which currently retails for around $40, attracts a price of
$500 in those prisons in Australia which have banned tobacco.
The ban on tobacco will almost certainly exacerbate the state of relations within the AMC between prisoners
and prison officers, and between prisoners. The ban will be particularly difficult for prisoners who cannot afford
to purchase either tobacco or drugs and will have serious implications for people who are vulnerable.
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‘I would be
concerned if a
decision to ban
tobacco in the
AMC has
already been
made and the
only issue of
concern is how
to prevent
detainees from
rioting, as they
did in prisons
interstate, when
a ban was
implemented.’

Tobacco and Other Drug Use in the AMC
(cont’d)
An issue which receives little attention and
which needs to be considered in any inquiry
into the ‘need’ to ban tobacco, as well as
more broadly, is the extent to which power
relationships and imbalances among
detainees in the AMC impact on families.
Drugs purchased in the AMC must of course
be paid for and the networks of those
supplying the drugs extend throughout the
community. A consequence of banning
tobacco will be that many detainees that have chosen tobacco over other drugs inside
the AMC for cost reasons, will inevitably be faced with a choice of either illicit drugs or
contraband tobacco - neither of which they can afford. It would be naïve to think for one
minute people will simply decide to quit. Rather they will run up debts for which their
families will be pursued for on the outside or which they will be forced to pay in kind to
the dealers inside the prison.
The most common response of detainees when asked why they use drugs or smoke
tobacco in the AMC is because they have an addiction or because of the therapeutic and
calming effect it has on them, and so enables them to navigate and survive the mind
numbing monotony and the threatening atmosphere which prevails in the AMC.
It is difficult to consider the push to deny tobacco to people in prison, who cannot like
the rest of us simply walk outside to smoke.

Fact: A prohibited item ('contraband') is anything introduced or found in a prison that is not permitted. It is a
criminal offence to bring any form of contraband onto prison property.
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Women's Gathering at Gugan Gulwan
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner, June Oscar AO, invited Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander women and girls to come together as part of the Wiyi Yani U Thangani (Women’s Voices)
project held at Gugan Gulwan on 28 August. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women and girls have many
strengths and play a central role in bringing about positive social change for our families and communities.
The Commissioner and her team spoke with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women (18+) and girls (aged
12-17), as part of a series of community gatherings across the country, to hear directly about their needs,
aspirations and ideas for change.

Left to right: Julie Tongs, June Oscar and Kim Davison at Gugan Gulwan.

Gugan Gulwan School Holiday Program
Gugan Gulwan applications for the October 2018 school holiday program are now open.
Week One will commence October 2nd - 5th for young people aged 8-10 years.
Week Two will commence October 8th- 12th for young people aged 11-14 years.
Please note: Public Holiday Monday 1st October. Applications close on 14 September
For more information please contact Brendan or Amber on 6296 8900 or via email at:
ggyacadmin@gugan-gulwan.com.au
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Lack of Access
Lack of Access to Superannuation, Private Health Insurance and Home Ownership has
major inter-generational impacts on the Aboriginal community.

‘This means, in
reality the
massive gap in
equality that
currently exists
between
Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal
Australians is
inevitably
getting wider.’

The Banking Royal Commission has drawn
attention to the extent to which the
superannuation system has failed Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples. The Royal
Commission has revealed the Indigenous
community have superannuation balances that are
23% lower than non-Indigenous Australians and
mean balances at retirement which are 46% lower
than what is needed for a comfortable retirement.
Research undertaken in the context of the Royal Commission also reveals, the
disproportionate numbers of Aboriginal peoples who do not have superannuation at all.
There are an obvious range of explanations and factors that have produced these
disturbing outcomes but one of the consequences, over and above the impact on the
quality of life of Aboriginal retirees with low retirement income and their families, is that
unlike many non-Aboriginal parents they lack the capacity to provide financial support
to their children. This means, in reality the massive gap in equality that currently exists
between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians is inevitably getting wider.
That a majority of Aboriginal peoples have been locked out of the housing market
exacerbates the widening inequality gap. It is accepted across Australia, but nowhere
more so than in the ACT (where housing affordability is at crisis point and where the
Government does not believe there is any need for an Indigenous housing policy despite
the fact Aboriginal peoples in the ACT are only half as likely to own a house as
non-Aboriginal peoples), that whether or not one comes from a family that owns a
house is one of the most significant indicators of whether or not one will ever enter the
housing market.
While accepting that the Closing The Gap targets directly related to the health status of
Aboriginal peoples have been extremely important in focusing attention and resources
on health services for Aboriginal peoples, more attention needs to be given to the
implications and inherent unfairness of a health system which through access to private
health insurance, which a majority of Aboriginal people simply cannot afford and don’t
possess, prioritises access to hospital treatment.
It is not right that the Aboriginal community, which as a consequence of two hundred
years of disadvantage and discrimination in their own country, is disproportionately
represented in the lower socio-economic bands of Australian society, unable to afford
private health insurance and is forced to wait at the back of the queue for elective
surgery.

Fact: A couple can expect to enjoy a ‘comfortable’ life in retirement if they can generate an annual income
of $60,457 by retiring with a superannuation lump sum of at least $620,000 (assuming investment returns in
retirement of 5% a year) in conjunction with a Part Age Pension (source: www.superguide.com.au).
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Hearing Health
Winnunga AHCS Hearing and Ear Health is
delivered by Brooke McIntosh and Reeion
Murray. Brooke has been an Audiologist for more
than 25 years and she wouldn’t have it any other
way.
‘In all that time, I have never lost my passion for
helping people hear better. It’s one of the best
jobs in the world’ Brooke explained.

‘Reeion is
available
Monday to
Friday to see
clients and
Brooke is
available
Wednesday and
Thursday.’

Brooke has officially been working at Winnunga
AHCS, as our Audiologist, since April 2017 but her
association has been much longer than that.

Brooke McIntosh and Reeion Murray

‘For three years, I visited Winnunga as part of my role with Australian Hearing, fitting
hearing aids once a month. When the opportunity came up to work at Winnunga on
staff, I was really excited to join the fantastic team here’ Brooke said.
Brooke works closely with Reeion, our Hearing Health Worker. Reeion is not a hard
person to miss. He’s a friendly, down to earth guy who greets you with his big smile. The
Wiradjuri man has been part of the AHCS Hearing and Ear Health Team since 2015.
Reeion’s role involves seeing clients with concerns about their ears or hearing and he
also co-ordinates the Winnunga AHCS hearing research projects such as the WATCH and
INFLATE Trials together with the University of Western Sydney.
He gets great satisfaction from his work. ‘Not only do I work in a great, fun environment.
The work I do is very important and satisfying in supporting and assisting our mob to
make a difference with their ear health’ Reeion said. He further added ‘if you or your
family members have any concerns about your hearing, doesn’t matter how insignificant
you think it might be, come and see us to
get it assessed. It’s pretty easy and
painless to do’.
Reeion is available Monday to Friday to
see clients and Brooke is available
Wednesday and Thursday.
The Team has three areas of focus. The
first area is Children.
The earlier we can identify hearing and
ear issues in young babies, kids and

Fact: Hearing loss can lead to delayed speech and educational development (source: https://
www.aihw.gov.au/reports/indigenous-australians/ear-disease-in-aboriginal-and-torres-strait-island/formats)
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Hearing Health (cont’d)
toddlers, the better their outcomes for speech,
language and learning for school. If you can’t
always hear well, you can’t always speak, listen
and learn well.

‘Families can
assist by
bringing in
children and
toddlers who
have sore,
blocked or
runny ears, are
saying ‘what?’
a lot or have a
delay in their
speech and
language.’

Here at Winnunga AHCS, it’s a real team effort.
We have an amazing Early Childhood Team
consisting of GPs, paediatrician, paediatric
nurse, psychologists, allied health workers and
the Social Health Team.
We meet regularly to focus on the best way to
support families and their children in our
community. Families can assist by bringing in
children and toddlers who have sore, blocked or
runny ears, are saying ‘what?’ a lot or have a delay in their speech and language.
We can arrange a referral to an Ear Nose and Throat specialist if needed. We can also fit
suitable hearing aids for babies and kids through Australian Hearing if required. This is a
free service for everyone under 26.
The Teams next focus area are Adults over 50 years of age.
For some adults, there may be that ‘shame job’ mentality associated with wearing
hearing aids especially because of the size of them. The good news is these days the
hearing aids are small, discrete and fully automatic. Aboriginal adults over 50 years of
age are eligible for government funded hearing help too. This hearing aid service for
eligible adults can be accessed at Winnunga AHCS or via Australian Hearing.
The final area of focus for the Team is Incarcerated
juveniles and adults.
Research shows there is a high instance of hearing loss in
Aboriginal prisoners. Clients are often eligible for
government funded hearing assistance, including tests and
hearing aids.
If you or your family member, regardless of age, would like
to get a free hearing and middle ear assessment, please
call Brooke or Reeion on 6284 6222 to book an
appointment.

Fact: In 2015-16, the hospitalisation rate for ear disease for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people was 1.2
times higher than the rate for non-Indigenous people.
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‘Run by
Cerebral Palsy
Alliance, the
Steptember
charity event
challenges
people to take
10,000 steps a
day for 28 days
straight in the
month of
September and
keeping track of
those steps with
their specially
issued
Steptember
pedometers.’

Winnunga Staff Stepping Up
This month, a group of deadly Winnunga
AHCS staff have put their best feet
forward and stepped up for a challenge,
and it’s all for an important cause,
Steptember. Run by Cerebral Palsy
Alliance, the Steptember charity event
challenges people to take 10,000 steps a
day for 28 days straight in the month of
Kylee, Minyaada and Marianne
September and keeping track of those
steps with their specially issued Steptember pedometers. Steps can be anything from
dance, run, wheel, surf, swim, gardening, any sport really!
The Winnunga AHCS teams have their shoes and pedometers ready to go, and are all set
to have some fun and friendly competition between each other.
This year, we have a number of new and regular Steptember participants and two of
those are Marianne Pinnington and Shannon Keed who tells us why Steptember is
important to them.
Shannon Keed - is taking part to raise money for Cerebral Palsy and to get active with
this being her second turn at Steptember. Shannon said ‘It’s important to bring
awareness to my friends and family regarding Cerebral Palsy and to add more money to
the cause. My target for Steptember is to reach 300,000 steps. I am wanting to raise
$500 myself, and our team total, we want to raise is $500. I will endeavour to walk
10,000 steps or more a day starting on the 1 September right through to 30 September.
I am in a Winnunga AHCS team of four; myself, Kylee Shea, Marianne Pinnington and
Minyaada Swan. We have made a little competition with the guys from Reception and
Social Health Team who will have another team of 4 members as well.’
Marianne Pinnington - is taking part to raise money for a good cause and fitness, and
she loves walking. This is her second year of participating. Marianne said ‘It’s something
different walking/stepping each day so you must keep busy
as it’s for a worthy cause. I’ll do a minimum of 10,000 steps
each day and we also challenge each other, which is a great
motivation to step more and raise more awareness. I am a
part of the group Winnunga Sistas Stepping Up. We have
challenged some of the men to form a team too and others
have decided to join in.
Our deadly Winnunga Steptember participants would love
your support. If you’d like to make a donation, you can
search for an individual or team name by going to https://
event.steptember.org.au/donate

Fact: Did you know the average office worker only does 3,000 steps per day?
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Staff Profile
What do you do on the weekends?
My children are all involved in sports on
the weekends. Both my sons play soccer
on Saturday mornings and my daughter
plays basketball later in the arvo. On
Sundays the boys also play rugby league,
and if I can I’ll squeeze in a quick game of
Halo or Fifa.
Name: Fallon Dalton
Position: I am one of the Family
Partnership Workers for the Winnunga
AHCS Australian Nurse Family Partnership
Program.
Who’s your mob?
Punthamara, Wakka Wakka,
Quandamooka, Juru, Bindal and
Wulgurukaba people.
Where’s your country?
South West Qld, Cherbourg, Stradbroke
Island and Townsville areas.
Who is your favourite singer/band?
RNB, motown 60s and 70s, and country
music they are my favourite eras.
What is your favourite song?
Aaron Neville - The Grand Tour

What is your favourite food?
Nana’s scones or damper with a nice
lovely stew or just smothered in golden
syrup with a hot cuppa tea.

What do you like most about working at
Winnunga?
Learning new things and meeting all the
deadly people here that contribute to
helping the community in which we live,
and I’m grateful to be a part of.

My favourite pet?
Ace is our Siberian Husky guardian of the
home.

What is your pet hate?
People who drive towards you at night
with their high beams on.
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